About Field McConnell

Field McConnell has been arrested and charged with three felonies of an unknown nature.

Remember that THEY can and do indict ham sandwiches. Their entire system is built and predicated on the presumption that a "person" is guilty until proven innocent. And it is hard to prove innocence.

Remember who or what is taking this action --- Broward County, Florida, one of the most evil and corrupt County Governments in the United States Municipal Government flock of corrupt State and County franchises.

Remember that Field McConnell is a retired Air Force Lt. Colonel in his seventies --- Vietnam Era, and that these charges, whatever they are, are said to stems from things that happened in the 1970's --- Ollie North Era.

Remember that a lot of good men, especially pilots, got drawn into CIA and DIA and other plots hatched during the take down in Vietnam and Iran Contra and other illicit "Ops" and also remember that many of those men actually believed -- and had reasonable cause to believe -- that they were working for our actual government and in the "National Security Interest" when in fact they were being ordered and/or induced under conditions of deceit to commit crimes.

Remember then, too, that the very Agencies responsible for ensnaring these men into committing crimes in the first place, then hold those same crimes as blackmail over guys like Field. This could very well be that kind of hypocritical pay back scenario, where Field wouldn't go along with their current agenda, so they pulled out ancient dirty laundry on him.

Remember that Field McConnell's principal contribution to the world so far has been to expose the "Senior Executive Service" --- the SES, the most powerful and venal part of the British Territorial Government in the US and elsewhere.
That makes for a lot of very powerful enemies.

Remember that Field McConnell's anti-child trafficking efforts are in competition--at least in some people's warped minds-- with Craig Sawyer's campaign against the same evil.

And finally, to make sense of this all, you have to know some basic history and Who's Who.

At the Federal level there are two (2) "governments" employed as subcontractors -- (1) British Territorial and (2) Roman Papist Municipal.

Both are ultimately controlled by the Pope, but one is indirectly controlled by the Queen and the other is controlled directly as part of the Roman Municipal Government system.

This results in two "Congresses" --- staffed by the same people wearing different hats.
It also results in a multiplicity of services of all kinds. There are two or more departments, bureaus, and agencies covering (and charging for) every possible function of government.

There is the actual Department of Defense run by the British Territorial Government, and then, there's "the DOD" run by the Municipal Government. And there are rivalries between these entities. Competitions. Snake Oil Sales. Separate contracts with various agencies -- both foreign agencies and interagency contracts.

This makes for a very complex mix of organizational alliances and at the same time, competitions and oppositions, as all these various groups have somewhat the same and somewhat different motivations. Wherever there is money to be made, you will find two or more of these groups in the bidding, cutting deals in the back rooms, and trying to push each other off the playing field.

My initial "intel" on this subject as it concerns Field is that the snakes in Broward County who make a lot of money off of smuggling everything from child prostitutes and white slaves to drugs to tigers to booze, cut a "deal" with Craig Sawyer, one of Field's competitors in the new burgeoning anti-trafficking movement, and that's why Broward County is picking on Field.

Well, if you have two competing groups engaged in anti-child trafficking operations, and you are Broward County, you obviously want to buy them off. And if one of them will take the bait and the other one won't, you obviously want to make the payola flow toward the group that will work with you and attack the group that won't make a deal.

So the Smart Money is that Field and his group of anti-child trafficking heroes wouldn't make a deal with Broward County (and behind them, the British SES involved in all this crap) to protect the Pedogate monsters, but Craig Sawyer would.

Or maybe Craig Sawyer was simply seen as the lesser of two evils and benefited from being less competent.

Or maybe this is just more of the Standard Operating Manual for the Scumbags among us, and the Deep State is attacking Field, and blaming Craig Sawyer for it, in an attempt to destroy both at once.

These things get complicated. You have to be able to play 3-D chess.

What is certain is that news channels associated with Craig Sawyer's group are taking "credit" for Field's arrest. But, that could be a set up, too.

After all, how many infiltrators have tried to set relationships with me, so that they could blackball me by association? Take nothing for granted.

This all gives rise to the spectacle of: (A) competition between two shadowy former-agency/former-military groups leading to harm of everyone's efforts to stop child-trafficking; (B) dirty dealing with the dirty quasi-government officials ruling as kingpins in Broward County to allow trafficking to continue in exchange for a cut of the action; (C) petty personal conflicts leading some selfish and small-minded people to betray the best interests of all concerned; (D) agreements by some parties to protect Pedogate criminals in exchange for carte blanch to prosecute lesser criminals in Broward County; (E) some mixture of all of the above.

What I can tell you for sure is that any prosecution of Field McConnell for crimes committed back in the 1970's is dirty prosecution by dirty people.
And, at the end of the Food Chain, they are high-ranking dirty people, too.

Many men, especially pilots, get into very sticky situations in the course of their professional work. The filthy Agencies that do the dirty work as subcontractors of the Departments of the swamp-dwelling foreign "federal government" subcontractors --- are always in need of transportation for themselves, for their agents, and for various kinds of cargo.

Just think of Han Solo and the ET bar scene in the original Star Wars movie.
And at the end of the day, it also often comes down to whether a man chooses to work for the good side or the bad side on any given issue.

This much I can tell you--- Field McConnell is a good man in my opinion and he has never said or done anything to my knowledge that was less than squeaky clean, intelligent, and fervent. His arrest has caused all sorts of consternation and butt covering in the so-called "Patriot Movement", but not here, not with me.

I've been around the block long enough to know an insider "inter-agency" job when I see one. And that is what this is and all it can be. Pray for Field and keep the faith with him. Don't let the rats get away with anything. Keep your attention focused and your brains engaged. He has done enough damage to them by exposing their underbelly that this was, I suppose, inevitable.

Field himself has certainly lived under the shadow of the likely "payback" of the Deep State every day for years. It hasn't kept him silent like so many other men who have ultimately yielded their own honor for fear of blackmailers and pedophiles and murderers. And fear hasn't kept him on the couch, either.

Instead of running away because the known criminals in Broward County brought charges against Field McConnell -- stick around and pay attention and keep the pressure on Broward County and all the Florida "officials" responsible not only for arresting Field, but for all the smuggling and trafficking and other crime that goes on in Florida.

Remember, there's a reason they called the TV Show "Miami Vice". And there's a reason they call Mike Pence the "Vice President", too. My sources say that Pence already ordered an agency "hit" on Timothy Holmseth, Field's compatriot in Minnesota, who has been instrumental in exposing the Midwest child theft rings and their connection to Pedogate.

They also say that they have film of Pence doing some very, very nasty things.

So I will repeat my advice to all would-be Whistle blowers: don't stand around talking about blowing the damned whistle. Blow it. Now. Get the bombs out of your hands and into the news cycle. It's time.
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